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Abstract: Radio frequency energy harvesting (EH) technology can harvest the electromagnetic energy 

in the surrounding environment, and reduce the dependence of the communication devices on battery 

or power grid as power source, which is a very promising means of energy substitution and acquisition 

scheme. The random characteristics of wireless channel fading and possible co-channel interference 

(CCI) have great influence on EH efficiency and wireless communication performance with more 

complicated theoretical analysis. In this paper, the exact closed-form expressions of effective 

throughput of “harvest-store-use” and “harvest-use” multi-slot EH schemes with Rayleigh channel 

fading and CCI are derived theoretically. The simulation results show that in Rayleigh fading channels 

with CCI, CCI is beneficial to energy harvesting of EH device, but it will deteriorate the reception of 

required signals by information receiving device. Although there are obvious differences in working 

mechanism, working conditions and communication performance between the “harvest-store-use” 

scheme and the “harvest-use” scheme, the optimal time slot should be selected to balance the 

transmission probability and delay, minimize the interference of CCI to the desired signal, and improve 

the energy conversion efficiency of the energy harvester. 
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1. Introduction  

With the unprecedented increase in the usage of portable and small wireless devices, the demand 

for energy is increasing, which leads to the problem of battery energy depletion becoming one of the 

bottlenecks restricting the application of wireless devices in some occasions. Recent advances in 

energy acquisition technology have attracted a lot of attention from academic and industrial research 

fields, focusing on using more renewable energy in the next generation wireless communication and 

network [1]. To achieve this goal, energy harvesting (EH) technology has been proposed as a feasible 

solution, which enables wireless devices to harvest energy from natural or artificial phenomena by 

physical or chemical means, such as vibration, pressure, temperature difference, sun and 

electromagnetic radiation, etc. Electromagnetic radiation, one of them, is characterized by wide 

existence of Radio frequency (RF) energy and easy harvesting. Therefore, RF EH technology has 

attracted much attention and has broad application prospects [2–4]. RF energy can be electromagnetic 

radiation from surrounding devices, such as portable communication devices, WIFI access points, TV 

broadcasting stations, AM/FM radio transmitters and cellular base stations, or directional beam signals 

transmitted by special RF base stations or transmitters [5,6]. At present, RF EH technology has been 

preliminarily studied and applied in sensor network, cooperative relay, cognitive radio, Internet of 

things (IoT), multi-user and cellular network [7–10]. For example, a base station with tens of watts of 

power can provide radio frequency energy to remote sensor nodes and even smart phones [11]. 

RF EH schemes are mainly divided into two categories. One is that the base station transmits 

radio frequency energy to remote devices or nodes through downlink, and then the remote devices 

harvest the energy and transmit data to the base station through uplink by using the harvested energy, 

thus realizing the cross transmission of wireless power and information. The other is to set up a special 

electromagnetic energy transmitting antenna to transmit electromagnetic energy in the form of 

broadcasting, so that the radio frequency power covers the mobile devices or nodes in the whole 

network, and then the remote nodes can realize uninterrupted EH and information transmission [12–14]. 

In a low-power wireless transmission system such as a sensor network, in order to harvest as much 

energy as possible, remote nodes can install multiple antennas, occupying multiple frequency bands or 

multiple time slots to accumulate energy in time, space or spectrum domain respectively. Different 

schemes have obvious advantages and disadvantages. For example, installing multiple antennas on a 

device requires adding additional antennas, which not only increases the size and volume of equipment, 

but also increases energy consumption. When using multiple frequency bands, it is necessary to 

consider transmitting energy in a wider frequency range and occupy extra bandwidth. Considering 

these unfavorable factors, using multiple time slots is a better choice. For multi-slot EH, the remote 

device first harvests and stores the RF energy sent by the base station in multiple time slots. If a fixed 

transmission power is used for data transmission and a fixed rate service is provided after sufficient 

energy is accumulated, it is called “harvest-store-use” multi-slot EH scheme. The advantage of this 

scheme is that it requires a rechargeable battery with large capacity and low leakage. If the number of 

time slots for harvesting energy is fixed and information is transmitted immediately after the energy 

harvesting process is completed, it is called “harvest-use” multi-slot EH scheme [15 –18 ]. The 

advantage of this scheme is that cheap supercapacitor with low capacity can be used to save storage 

costs and simplify energy management strategy. The disadvantage of this scheme is that the 

transmission power used for communication has random characteristics because EH device exhausts 

harvested energy every time [19,20]. 

Because of the broadcast characteristics of wireless communication, RF signals from other base 
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stations or wireless communication devices working in the same frequency band are called co-channel 

interference, which will inevitably affect EH efficiency and data communication performance. 

Therefore, the research on CCI in EH communication is a new subject direction. In the EH process, 

the interference signals mixed in when sending RF signals can enhance energy harvesting, but such 

interference signals will also affect the signals that use the same frequency band for information 

transmission, which needs theoretical analysis and experimental verification for EH communication 

effects. Related literatures have studied the influence of CCI on the communication performance of 

EH communication. In [21], the effect of CCI was studied on the EH communication performance of 

wireless powered communications (WPC), the average signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio, the 

outage probability and the average throughput are examined. In [22 ,23 ], the EH communication 

performance of the amplify-and-forward (AF) and the decode-and-forward (DF) relaying were 

analyzed by deriving the outage probability and the throughput in Nakagami-m fading channels, when 

both the relay and the destination suffer from CCI. In [24,25], the EH communication performance 

was studied when CCI signal was treated as a new source of EH rather than a waste energy in 

cooperative network and cognitive relay network. In the above researches, two commonly used EH 

schemes, namely “power splitting” and “time switching”, and similar EH schemes were used as 

different network structures for harvesting energy. These works have not studied the mechanism and 

effect of CCI on the multi-slot “harvest-store-use” and “harvest-use” EH communication schemes. 

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: Firstly, to the best of our 

knowledge, this is the first time to investigate the communication performance of “harvest-store-use” 

and “harvest-use” multi-slot EH schemes with Rayleigh fading and CCI scenario. Secondly, the exact 

closed-form expressions of the effective throughput index of the above EH scheme are derived 

theoretically. These expressions are accurate and universal enough to be used as important parameters 

in the design of EH wireless communication system. Finally, based on the simulation analysis of these 

expressions, useful and reliable conclusions are drawn on the operating conditions of the above 

schemes in Rayleigh fading and CCI EH communication, which can provide reference for practice. In 

particular, the key problem of how to optimize EH communication performance is discussed in detail 

when CCI is beneficial to EH, but also deteriorates information transmission.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the EH communication system 

model. Section 3 and Section 4 deduce the theoretical formulas of EH communication effective 

throughput of “harvest-store-use” scheme and “harvest-use” scheme respectively. In Section 5, the 

simulation examples are given to analyze and verify the conclusion. A summary of the full text is given 

in Section 6. 

2. System model 

A multi-slot EH wireless communication system is presented in this section, the block diagram 

of which is shown in figure 1(a). The system includes a base station, a remote information sending 

device or node and an interference source. The base station sends RF energy to the remote device or 

node in the downlink, and the remote device or node harvests energy, and sends local information to 

the base station via the uplink by using the harvested energy. The main feature of this system is that 

energy and information are transmitted in half duplex mode. In the “harvest-store-use” scheme, the 

remote node first stores the harvested energy, and only provides fixed-rate data transmission service 

after the accumulated energy exceeds a given value. In the “harvest-use” scheme, energy is used 
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immediately after harvest. No matter which scheme, in order to harvest as much energy as possible, 

multiple time slots are needed to harvest energy, which increases delay and reduces throughput. Due 

to the broadcast characteristics of wireless communication, CCI from other base stations or wireless 

communication devices operating in the same frequency band is ubiquitous. In Figure 1(a), CCI from 

the same CCI interference source affects both base station and remote equipment. The wireless channel 

satisfies Rayleigh fading, and the signals involved in the analysis process include radio frequency 

energy signals, information data and CCI. 

Interference source

Base station
Remote 

device

1 2 ... I 1

EH time slots
 One time slot of 

Data transmission

（a）System model （b）Time slots structure

T seconds T seconds. . .

 

Figure 1.  Block diagram of multi-slot RF energy harvesting system and time slot structure. 

The multi-slot EH communication scheme based on the above EH communication model assumes 

that a time slot unit is T  seconds, the RF power transmitted by the base station is BP , and the power 

transmission from the base station to the remote node for EH communication lasts for I  time slots, 

with a total duration of IT  seconds in Figure 1(b). The data transmission from the remote device to 

the base station lasts for one time slot. In the multi-slot EH communication scheme, the transmitting 

antenna of the base station transmits RF energy or power to the remote device on the downlink for EH, 

and other factors affecting the energy harvesting of the remote device, including channel fading, CCI 

and noise. CCI can be a superimposed signal of multiple signals with different strengths and the same 

frequency. For simplicity, they are combined into one CCI, which affects the EH of remote node and 

the information reception of base stations at the same time. The signal received by the remote device 

in the thI  time slot is expressed as 

i i B i i i i iy h P x w W z n= + + ,                                 (1) 

where ih  is the channel fading coefficient of the downlink in the thi  time slot, which satisfies the 

Rayleigh fading and the quasi-static distribution in one time slot. BP  is the transmission power of the 

base station.  is the RF power signal sent by the base station, which has unit power  2
E 1ix = . 

 E   is the expectation operator. iw  is the fading coefficient from the interference source to the 

remote device in the thi time slot, satisfies the Rayleigh fading and the quasi-static distribution in one 

ix
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time slot. iz  is the CCI with unit power  2
E 1iz = . iW  is the transmission power of the interference 

source in the thi time slot. in  is a complex additive white Gaussian noise（AWGN）with a mean value 

of zero and a variance of 
22 . If the RF signal in formula (1) is used for EH of remote device, the 

harvested energy is [17] 

2

1

I

h i i B i i i i i

i

E T h P x w W z n
=

= + + ,                        (2) 

where i   is the conversion efficiency of EH converter, if the same converter is used, then

= , 1, 2, ,i i I  = . In the second stage, the remote device uses the harvested energy to send data or 

information to the base station. If CCI also exists, the signal received by the base station can be 

expressed as  

                  
Ey g P x q Qz n= + + ,                            (3) 

where g   is the channel fading coefficient, satisfies the Rayleigh fading and the quasi-static 

distribution in one time slot. EP   is the transmission power of remote device, and x   is the 

transmission signal with unit power，  2
E 1x = . The transmit power of CCI is 0Q . q  is the fading 

coefficient from the interference source to the remote device, which satisfies the Rayleigh fading and 

the quasi-static distribution in one time slot. z  is the CCI with unit power  2
E 1z = . n  is the 

complex AWGN with zero mean and variance 
22 . The transmission power of remote device for 

information comes from the EH process in the first stage, and the harvested power EP  is  

2h
E

E
P S

T
= = ,                                   (4) 

where ( )
2

2

1
1

I

i B i i i i ii
S h P x w W z n

=
= + +  and 

2 2 2 2

02 2 2 2h B wP W   = + +  . S  is a random 

variable related to the RF transmission power BP  sent by the base station and the existing CCI power

iW . Therefore, the information transmission power in the above formula must be a random variable, 

which also shows the main difference between EH communication and traditional communication. The 

performance of EH communication system is affected not only by radio frequency power of base 
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station and channel fading, but also by CCI and noise. 

3. “Harvest-store-use” EH communication 

In the scheme of multi-slot “harvest-store-use” in EH communication, the remote equipment must 

harvest enough energy before sending data in the next time slot, so that the base station can receive 

strong enough signals and resist the influence of CCI and noise. Therefore, the power that the remote 

device can use for information transmission in EH communication must be THP  or higher, that is, the 

required power must be greater than the threshold THP . Therefore, the probability of communication 

without interruption is 

   1 Pr PrT E TH E THP P P P P= −  =  .                        (5) 

For this reason, the remote device must wait for time slots to harvest energy. Due to the waiting 

time during one transmission, the actual throughput is ( )1 1I +  times. Let the required transmission 

rate be ( )1 /R bits s Hz=  ，Define the effective throughput for successful transmission of EH 

communication as follows [17,23] 

   
1

TP

I
 =

+
.                                    (6) 

Next, we need to calculate the transmission probability. The PDF and CDF of random variable 

are required. PDF and CDF are probability density function and cumulative distribution function 

respectively. When signal and CCI exist simultaneously, Rayleigh fading satisfies quasi-static 

distribution in one time slot, which can be expressed as a complex Gaussian random variable. 

Therefore, ih  and iw  can be expressed as a complex Gaussian random variable with a mean value 

of zero and a variance of 
22 h   and 

22 w   respectively. Because the energy harvesting lasts for I  

time slots in the whole EH process, S  becomes the square sum of independent Gaussian random 

variables with zero mean and unit variance, and satisfies the condition of central Chi-square 

distribution [26]. Therefore, PDF and CDF of S  are respectively. 

( )
( )

1 2
1

2

x

I

S I
f x x e

I

−
−=


,                              (7) 

( )
( )
1

,
2

S

x
F x I

I

 

=  
  

,                               (8) 
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where ( )    is the Gamma function[ 27 ,eq.(8.310.1)]. ( )  ，   is the lower incomplete Gamma 

function [27,eq.(8.350.1)]. Due to 
2

EP S= , according to variable substitution, the PDF and CDF 

obtained are 

( )
( )

2
1

2

2

1

2E

I yI

P

y
f y e

I





− − 
=  

 
,                          (9) 

( )
( ) 2

1
,
2EP

y
F y I

I




 
=  
  

.                          (10) 

Finally, according to formulas (6) and (10), the effective throughput of EH wireless 

communication with Rayleigh fading and CCI is obtained as follows 

( )
( ( )2 2 2

0

1 1
= 1 , 2 2 2

1

TH
h B w

P
I P W

I I
    



 
− + + 

+  
.                 (11) 

It is assumed that the same interference affects both the reception of base station signals and the 

energy harvesting of remote node，and the signal received by the base station is interference limited 

(ignore the influence of noise), then 0 0=Q W  , and define the signal-to-interference ratio 

2 2

02 2h B qP Q  =   and the threshold of the signal-to-interference ratio  
2

02T TH qP Q =  . The 

effective throughput can be obtained by formula (11)  

 
( ) ( )

1 1
= 1 ,

1 1

TI
I I


 

 

  
−   +  +   

.                             (12) 

It is noted from the formula (11) that the interference power and the base station transmission 

power are in the same position in the formula, that is to say, the RF signal of the base station and the 

interference RF signal both promote the energy harvesting of the remote device. It is noted from the 

formula (11) or (12) that   decreases when 1I +  increases, but   increases when I  increases 

while the other conditions of lower incomplete Gamma function remain unchanged. Therefore, there 

may be an optimal value I  that maximizes  , which will be further analyzed by simulation method 

later. Next, we continue to deduce the effective throughput of EH communication using the “harvest-

use” scheme. 

4. “Harvest-use” EH communication 

In the “harvest-use” scheme, energy is used immediately after the end of EH process. In this 

scheme, cheap low-capacity supercapacitors can be used to save storage costs and simplify energy 

management strategy. However, since the remote device will run out of energy every EH, the power 

used for information transmission will also change randomly.  
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When analyzing the influence of CCI and noise on EH communication system, comparing CCI 

power and noise power, it is usually divided into two situations, interference limited and noise limited. 

Since the main purpose of this paper is to analyze the influence of wireless communication 

environment with CCI on EH performance, it focuses on limited CCI without losing generality. Then, 

according to the definition of throughput of interruption probability in the “harvest-use” scheme, it is 

found that the analysis of the influence of CCI on EH communication performance is complicated, 

because it is necessary to obtain the exact expressions of PDF and CDF functions of the signal-to-

interference ratio received by the base station. The signal-to-interference ratio of information received 

by base station can be expressed as 

=E
E

c

PP
U VP

P
= ,                                (13) 

where EP  is a random variable , and its PDF and CDF are expressed by formula (9) and formula 

(10), respectively. cP   is the interfering power of CCI, which is also a random variable. Then the 

signal-to-interference ratio (ratio of signal to CCI) cV P P=   at the base station is also a random 

variable. According to formula (3), P  is the fading signal power received by the base station, which 

satisfies exponential distribution under Rayleigh channel fading conditions, and the PDF can be 

expressed as 

( )
22

2

1

2

g

p

g

f p e




−

= .                               (14) 

The information received by the base station is interfered by CCI. According to formula (3), the 

interference satisfies Rayleigh fading, and its interference power satisfies exponential distribution. The 

PDF of CCI can be expressed as 

( )
2

02

2

0

1

2

q

c

p

Q

P

q

f p e
Q





−

= ,                              (15) 

where 
2

02 qQ  is the average power of CCI. Using the relationship between the ratio of two random 

variables, ( )f v  is obtained 

( ) ( ) ( ) 2 2 2 20 0
0 0

1

2 2 2 2

0 0

1
exp - -

4 2 2

1 1

4 2 2

V P

g q g q

g q g q

xy y
f x yf xy f y dy y dy

Q Q

x

Q Q

   

   

 

−

 
= =   

 

 
= +  

 

 
.          (16) 

The expression [27,eq.(3.381.4)] is used in the derivation of formula (16). Next, calculate PDF 

and CDF of U . Because U is the ratio of V to CCI, according to the relationship of random variable 
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product EU VP= , the PDF of U  is  

( )
( )( )

2
2 2

1

, 2 2 20 02
0 0

2 2 22
1 0 0 02

12 2 2 2 2 2
1,

2 2 2

1 1
, exp

22

exp
2 4 2

E

g gI I

U V P I

q q

I

I
q q q

I I

g g g

u u
f u f y dy u y y dy

v v Q Q yI

Q Q Q
u I u W u

 

  

  

     

−

 
− −

−

− − −

    
= =  + −           

     
=           

     

 

, (17) 

where the , ( )W     is Whittaker function [27, eq. (9.222.1)]. The above integration process adopts 

variable substitution and uses formula [27, eq. (6.643.3)]. It is also difficult to get CDF by directly 

integrating the formula (17), and the CDF is calculated as follows 

( )  

( )( )

2

01 1

2 2 20 02

1
2 2 22 2

0 0 0

12 2 2 2 2 2
1,

2 2 2

1
= exp exp

2 22

1 exp
2 4 2

U E

E

N

qI I N

I

g

I

q q q

I I

g g g

u
F u P VP u P V

P

Qy y
y dy y u y dy

I

Q Q Q
I u u W u



  

  

     

−

 
− + −

−

− −

 
=  =  

 

     
− − − +              

     
= −           

     

  . (18) 

The derivation process of the above formula mainly uses integral transformation and formulas 

[27,eq.(3.381.4)] and [27,eq.(3.471.7)]. According to the definition formula (6) of effective 

throughput, in “harvest-use” EH communication, the total signal-to-interference ratio is greater than a 

certain threshold of the signal-to-interference ratio T  in order to ensure resistance to limited CCI 

and guarantee a certain quality of service. Combined with formula (18), the effective throughput 

calculation formula is 

1
2 2 22 2

0 0 0

12 2 2 2 2 2
1,

2 2 2

exp
1 2 4 2

I

q q q

T T I I T

g g g

Q Q QI
W

I

  
   

     

−

− −

     
=           +      

,         (19) 

where 
2 2 2 2

02 2 2 +2h B wP W   = +  . It is noted that the interference power and the base station 

transmission power are in the same position in the formula (19), that is to say, the RF signal of the base 

station and the interference RF signal both promote the energy harvesting of the remote device. If the 

remote device and the base station work in the same interference environment and suffer from the same 

CCI, then CCI experiences the same Rayleigh fading and CCI has the same interference power 

0 0=Q W , and defines the signal-to-interference ratio 
2 2

02 2h B wP W  = . Further considering that the 

signal received by the base station is interference limited (ignore the influence of noise), then 
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( ) ( ) ( )

1

2 2

12 2 2
1,

2 2 2

exp
1 2 1 4 1 2 1

I

T T T
I I

g g g

I
W

I

  


     

−

− −

     
=           + + + +     

.          (20) 

It is noted from formula (19) and formula (20) that the effective throughput of the “harvest-use” 

scheme is closely related to the number of EH time slots and the power of CCI. Increasing the number 

of time slots can increase the power of EH, but at the same time increase the delay. Similarly, the 

appearance of CCI increases the harvesting efficiency of EH energy, but it also leads to the interruption 

of information transmission, which will be given in detail in the following simulation analysis. 

5. Simulation results and discussion 

In this section, combined with the theoretical closed-form expressions of effective throughput of 

multi-slot “harvest-store-use” and “harvest-use” EH communication schemes, some simulation 

examples under specific conditions are given, and the design problems mentioned in the introduction 

are verified and some valuable conclusions are obtained. At the same time, Monte Carlo, MC) 

simulation ( 510 times) is carried out for EH communication performance of multi-slot “harvest-store-

use” and “harvest-use” schemes, which are mutually verified with numerical simulation. In these 

examples, unless otherwise specified, EH conversion efficiency =0.5  and Rayleigh channel fading 

parameters 
22 =1h ,

22 =1w ,
22 =1g  are set.  

According to the formulas (12), the “harvest-store-use” scheme of the EH communication, which 

is an accurate and theoretical closed-form expression of the effective throughput. Figures 2 to 5 shows 

the relationship between EH communication effective throughput  and parameters such as I  ,  ,

and T   in CCI environment with Rayleigh channel fading, respectively. Figure 2 simulates the 

relationship between effective throughput and the number of time slots. In the following simulation, 

the number of slots varies from 1 to 20, and the interval is 1, and the threshold of the signal-to-

interference ratio =5dBT . First of all, we can see from Figure 2 that the effective throughput first 

increases with I and then decreases with the increase of I  for different signal-to-interference ratio of 

the base station. These curves in the figure show that there are optimal values of time slot I , which 

make the effective throughputs reach the maximum values, which is consistent with our discussion of 

“harvest-store-use” scheme in the introduction. The larger the number of time slots, the more energy 

is obtained, and the higher the probability of successful transmission is, but at the same time, the longer 

the delay will be, and the effective throughput will decrease continuously. In these examples, in order 

to balance the maximum effective throughput and delay, when =-15dB , the optimal number of time 

slots 9I =  ; when =-5dB  , the optimal number of time slots 7I =  ; when =0dB  , the optimal 

number of time slots 5I = ; when =5dB , the optimal number of time slots 3I = ; when =10dB , 

the optimal number of time slots 2I = ; when =20dB , the optimal number of time slots 1I = . 

Secondly, the maximum effective throughput increases with the increase of signal-to-interference ratio, 

which indicates that increasing the transmission power of the base station under the above conditions 
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can improve the performance of EH system. Finally, we find that with the increase of the number of 

time slots, the simulation curves coincide, which is due to I → , the effective throughput 𝜏 ∼
1

(𝐼+1)
. 

 

Figure 2. Relationship between effective throughput of the “harvest-store-use” scheme 

and the number of time slots. 

Figure 3 shows the relationship between effective throughput   and signal-to-interference ratio

 . In the figure, the signal-to-interference ratio is set from 0dB to 40dB with an interval of 2dB. 

Number of time slots =1I  or 2. Since the signal-to-interference ratio   is closely related to the 

transmission power BP  of the base station, it is generally considered that a larger BP  can send more 

energy to the remote device if the interference power is constant. First of all, when   is small,   is 

also small. With the increase of  ,  also increases, but when   exceeds a certain threshold,   

increases sharply, and then with the increase of  ,  remains unchanged. Secondly, the threshold 

values under different conditions are not the same. For example, when =10dBT , =1I , and   is 

greater than 2dB,   begins to increase sharply, until   is greater than 20dB,   reaches its peak 

and remains unchanged; when =10dBT  , =2I  , and   is greater than 2dB,    begins to increase 

sharply, until   is greater than 10dB,  reaches its peak and remains unchanged. When =20dBT ,

=1I  , and    is greater than 8dB,    begins to increase sharply, until  is greater than 30dB, 

reaches its peak and remains unchanged; when =20dBT  , =2I  , and    is greater than 6dB, 

begins to increase sharply, until is greater than 20dB,  reaches its peak and remains unchanged. 

When =30dBT , =1I , and   is greater than 14dB,  begins to increase sharply, until   is greater 

than 40dB,    reaches its peak and remains unchanged; when =30dBT  , =2I  , and    is greater 

than 12dB,    begins to increase sharply, until    is greater than 28dB,    reaches its peak and 
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remains unchanged. That is to say, when the interference signal power is constant, it is necessary to 

increase the base station RF power to maintain a certain throughput, but continuously increasing the 

base station RF power cannot continuously improve the effectively throughput. The maximum 

effective throughput is determined by the number of time slots. Finally, in theory →,effective 

throughput 𝜏 ∼
1

(𝐼+1)
. This means that in EH communication with the “harvest-store-use” scheme, the 

traditional method of increasing the effective throughput by increasing the transmission power is 

no longer effective. The threshold of the signal-to-interference ratio and the appropriate number 

of time slots should be combined to maximize the effective throughput of EH communication, 

otherwise it will cause energy waste. 

 

Figure 3. Relationship between effective throughput of the “harvest-store-use” scheme 

and signal-to-interference ratio. 

Figure 4 shows the relationship between effective throughput   and the threshold of the signal-

to-interference ratio T . The threshold of the signal-to-interference ratio T  is set ranging from -

10dB to 20dB, with an interval of 2dB and the number of time slots 2I = or 3. The figure shows that 

with the increase of T , the effective throughput   starts to decrease from the maximum value, but 

after T   exceeding a certain threshold value,   decreases sharply until it reaches 0, and the 

communication is completely interrupted. The threshold value of T  is about 2dB for the signal-to-

interference ratio =15dB . The threshold value of T  is about 4dB for the signal-to-interference 

ratio =20dB . The threshold value of T  is about 8dB for the signal-to-interference ratio =30dB . 

Under the condition of a certain effective throughput, the threshold value corresponds to the uplink 

channel quality from the remote device to the base station in the “harvest-store-use” scheme EH 

communication. The large threshold value indicates that the uplink channel quality is relatively poor, 
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so the RF power sent by the base station needs to be increased accordingly.  

 

Figure 4. Relationship between effective throughput of the “harvest-store-use” scheme 

and the threshold of signal-to-interference ratio. 

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the effective throughput   of the “harvest-store-use” 

scheme and the conversion efficiency of energy harvester  . In the simulation, conversion efficiency 

of energy harvester   is set from 0 to 1, and the interval size is 0.1. The threshold SNR value is set  

=10dBT  .The figure shows that with the improvement of the conversion efficiency of the energy 

harvester, the throughput increases, indicating that the energy harvesting converter with higher 

efficiency should be selected as much as possible in practice, and if the RF power of the base station 

is large enough, the influence of the energy conversion efficiency of the energy harvester on the 

throughput tends to be flat. These conclusions are consistent with our practical experience. 

 

Figure 5. Relationship between effective throughput of the “harvest-store-use” scheme 

and conversion efficiency of energy harvester. 
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Figures 6 to 8 show the relationship between the effective throughput   of the “harvest-use” 

scheme of the EH communication and the parameters of time slot, conversion efficiency of energy 

harvester   , signal-to-interference ratio    and threshold of the signal-to-interference ratio T  . 

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the effective throughput  of the “harvest-use” scheme and 

the EH time slot I according to formula (20). In the simulation, the number of time slots ranges from 

1 to 20, and the interval number is 1. The threshold of the signal-to-interference ratio =5dBT . From 

the figure, we can see that there is a similar change pattern in all curves, that is, the effective throughput

 decreases gradually with the increase of I in general. At this time, the optimal number of time slots 

=1I . In other cases, the optimal number of time slots =2I .These curves also show that there is an 

optimal value of time slot, which makes the effective throughput  reach the maximum. The number 

of time slots is preferably 1 or 2. Although the more time slots, the more energy is harvested, and the 

higher the probability of successful information transmission, it will also lead to the longer delay and 

the decreasing of effective throughput. Comparing Figure 5 with Figure 1, we can see that under the 

above simulation conditions, the “harvest-use” scheme should adopt a smaller number of time slots 

than the “harvest-store-use” scheme to achieve optimal communication. Actually, supercapacitors can 

be used as energy storage devices in the RF energy harvesting of the “harvest-use” scheme, so as to 

avoid the problem that the larger the I value, the more energy leakage may occur. 

 

Figure 6. Relationship between the effective throughput of the “harvest-use” scheme and 

the number of time slot. 

Figure 7 shows the relationship between effective throughput   of the “harvest-use” scheme 

and the signal-to-interference ratio  . In the figure, the signal-to-interference ratio is set from -20dB 

to 50dB with an interval of 2dB. Since the signal-to-interference ratio   is closely related to the 

transmission power BP  of the base station, it is generally considered that a larger BP  can send more 

energy to the remote device if the interference power is constant. It can be seen from the figure that 

the effective throughput  increases with the increase of   , but when the effective throughput 
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reaches the maximum ( )1 1I +  , it is meaningless to increase the RF power of the base station. 

Therefore, after ensuring the required performance, there is no need to continuously increase the power 

supply BP  of the base station to reduce the RF energy loss of the base station. Obviously different 

from the “harvest-store-use” scheme, the throughput of the “harvest-use” scheme decreases to a small 

value when the signal-to-interference ratio tends to 0dB. Different from the working mechanism of the 

“harvest-store-use” scheme, the “harvest-use” scheme will send information immediately even after 

harvesting tiny energy, including RF energy sent by the base station and interference from the 

surrounding environment, resulting in non-zero throughput. If interference exists all the time, even if 

the RF power transmitted by the base station is zero, the remote node can still harvest a certain 

amount of energy, which reasonably explains why the throughput of some curves in the following 

figure is not zero. 

 

Figure 7. Relationship between effective throughput of the “harvest-use” scheme and 

the signal-to-interference ratio. 

Figure 8 shows the relationship between effective throughput   of the “harvest-use” scheme 

and the threshold of signal-to-interference ratio T . Set the threshold of signal-to-interference ratio 

from -10dB to 20dB with an interval of 2dB. The setting of the threshold of signal-to-interference ratio 

T  corresponds to the different quality of service requirements of EH communication, and the higher 

value of T  requires higher quality of service. The figure shows that with the increase of T , the 

effective throughput decreases from the maximum value. 
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Figure 8. Relationship between effective throughput of the “harvest-use” scheme and the 

threshold of signal-to-interference ratio. 

Figure 9 shows the relationship between the effective throughput   of the “harvest- use” scheme 

and the conversion efficiency   of energy harvester. In the simulation, conversion efficiency   of 

energy harvester is set from 0.05 to 1, and the interval size is 0.05. The threshold SNR value is set 

=5dBT  .The figure shows that with the improvement of the conversion efficiency of the energy 

harvester, the throughput increases, indicating that the energy harvesting converter with higher 

efficiency should be selected as much as possible in practice, and if the RF power of the base station 

is large enough, the influence of the energy conversion efficiency of the energy harvester on the 

throughput tends to be flat. These conclusions are consistent with our practical experience. 

 

Figure 9. Relationship between effective throughput of the “harvest-use” scheme and 

conversion efficiency of energy harvester. 
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Table 1 compares the influence of different parameters of “harvest-store-use” and “harvest-use” 

EH communication modes on communication performance, and summarizes the advantages and 

disadvantages of the two communication schemes. 

Table 1. Performance comparison of “harvest-store-use” and “harvest-use” EH 

communication schemes. 

Performance Harvest-Store-Use Harvest-Use 

Energy storage device Rechargeable battery with 

large capacity and low leakage 

Cheap supercapacitor with 

low capacity 

Transmission power used for 

communication  

No random characteristics Have random characteristics 

Optimal time slot Exist, the value is larger Exist, the value is small 

Maximum effective throughput Restricted by the number of 

time slots 

Restricted by the number of 

time slots 

Minimum effective throughput zero Exists and is not zero 

Threshold of signal-to-

interference ratio 

Severe impact  Gentle impact  

CCI at the remote device Conducive to energy 

harvesting 

Conducive to energy 

harvesting 

CCI at the base station Not conducive to information 

transmission 

Not conducive to information 

transmission 

Conversion efficiency of the 

energy harvester 

Improve effective throughput Improve effective throughput 

Transmission power of the base 

station 

Continuous increase cannot 

improve system performance 

Continuous increase cannot 

improve system performance 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, the EH wireless communication performance of CCI multi-slot “harvest-store-use” 

and “store-use” schemes in the wireless communication environment of Rayleigh fading coexistence 

CCI is studied, and the exact theoretical closed expression of effective throughput is derived 

theoretically. Simulation and analysis results show that CCI at the remote device can make up for the 

shortage of RF energy EH in Rayleigh fading environment, and the interference of CCI at the base 

station greatly reduces the communication performance. Whether EH wireless communication adopts 

“harvest-store-use” scheme or “harvest-use” scheme, the optimal time slot should be selected for EH 

to balance the transmission probability and delay, and minimize the interference of CCI at the base 

station to the desired signal. In a word, these two EH wireless communication schemes are suitable for 

different application purposes and scenarios and have different performances. The possible future work 

and suggestions of this paper is given for interested researchers to explore new research directions. For 

multi-slot energy harvesting wireless communication in interference environment, further research can 

consider various influencing factors, such as the attenuation of transmitted RF energy and signal power 

with the increase of transmission distance, and the fading of various complex channels, such as 

Nakagami-m, Rician, shadow fading and so on. CCI interference may come from many different 

interference sources with different powers, etc. Introducing these more complicated factors into multi-
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slot EH communication makes the research more extensive and in-depth.  
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